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“Thanks for the great
support and I'll definitely
recommend your product
to others, since the tool
itself is great but the
support is even better!”
– Alle D.
Quatro Software
Netherlands

“Scary good service.”
– George H.
Weyerhauser
USA

Powerful
Quickly and easily predict
when specified disks will
run out of space.

Efficient
Designed to perform
scanning of terabytes of
data unobtrusively.

Comprehensive
Generates audit reports
on file ages, file types, file
owners, file duplicates,
changed files and much
more.

Introduction
PA Storage Monitor™ is the best solution for monitoring large disk volumes,
reporting on the stored content, etc. Using the Satellite Monitoring Service, remote
servers are monitored on their local LAN, and then alerts and reporting information
are sent back to the central service.

Thank you so much
for your excellent
customer service.
– Nestor V.
Kendle Int’l. Inc.
USA

The File System Analyzer module in PA Storage Monitor™ is possibly the most
important and powerful of all of the monitors. It catalogs one or more entire disk
volumes, including information on directories, files and file owners. This catalog can
then be used to generate rich reports.
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Every installation has a central monitoring service
installed on a Windows Server or Workstation. This
monitoring service can monitor computers and
devices (including itself) on the local LAN. The first
installation will also include a Console GUI
application for working with and configuring the
central monitoring service. In addition to monitoring
servers and devices on the local LAN, Ultra editions of PA Storage Monitor can also
monitor remote servers and devices through corporate firewalls and across the
Internet without needing a VPN.
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PA Storage Monitor™
Our File System Analyzer can answer tough
questions about what is stored.
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 What are the largest files?
 Who are the largest storage users?
 What files haven't been accessed in 5
years?
 What does the file type distribution look
like?
 How do directory sizes change over
time?
 How does free disk space change over
time?
 Are there duplicate files across the
volume?

“I must compliment you
on your excellent
customer service and
technical support. Keep
up the good work and
I'll remain a customer
for a long time!”
– Adam M.
Cornell University
USA

“Very happy with the
app so far, it blows
away [a major
competitor].”
– Sandy H.
Family Insurance
Solutions, Canada

“…nothing comes close
to PA Storage Monitor.”
–Anonymous
USA
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Disk Space Monitoring: Monitor disk space with full disk prediction reports.
Volume Cataloger: (File System Analyzer) with powerful reporting.
File and Directory Change: Monitoring for intrusion detection or file changes.
Specific File Size: Watch an individual file, a set of files, or an individual
directory and execute actions (such as notifying you) if it grows too large.
User and Directory Quota: Monitor how much space each user is taking up or
how much space a directory is taking up compared to its quota.
Rich Schedulable Reports: Rich, configurable reports about what is stored.
Schedule reports to be automatically generated at the end of a data
collection session and optionally have the URL emailed to you.
HTTP Based Reports: Reports for viewing within the Storage Monitor
software console, or from a web browser.
Ad Hoc Reports: Reports to quickly get answers based on collected data.
Alerts and Actions: Many alert types and other configurable actions.
Runs as a Service: PA Storage Monitor™ runs as a service, so it is monitoring
your system as soon as the computer is started--there is no need to login or
start a program manually.
Individual File Sizes: Monitor individual file sizes (database files, Exchange
Server database, etc.) and get alerts if they grow beyond a limit.
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